Wildlife Camp Online
1st & 2nd Grades

Time: 9:00 A.M - 3:00 P.M.

Cost:
  Members: $250 for the first child; $75 each additional sibling registered for the same week
  Non-members: $275 for the first child; $100 each additional sibling registered for the same week

Animal Olympics
Cheetahs can sprint at 70 miles an hour and a pronghorn antelope does a marathon run in about 20 minutes. Campers will explore amazing animal Olympic feats through explorations of our animals and test their own abilities. Each day campers will explore runners, jumpers, and weight-lifters through virtual exhibit visits, movement, games and exciting animal encounters.

Animals & Art
Bring out the artist in your camper, through this special exploration of animals. Using virtual exhibit visits, animal demonstrations, stories and more each day, your child will be encouraged to draw, paint, write or share whatever hidden talent they have, as they learn about the animal world.